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Th~ special reportJs the first in a
series using available national data on
crime to ad<Jress issues of majl)r public
lind policy eoncern.
,.,
Policies and'pro(!OS~ for reducing th~
Nation's serious crime problem are pften v
b8sed upon assumptions about o!fenders'
beha~:pr over long periods of timeassUrilptions, in o!her words, about their
careers in crime. To illustrate, proposals
for reducing crime through incapacitating
dangerous offenders d~rive in part from
assumptions about the volume of crime
prevented by removing offenders from
society during the mOst active period of
their criminal careers. Therefore
knowledge concerning criminal 6ireers
plays an important role in societ'Y'?s
struggle against crime.
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Sound criminal justice polici~
must be based on factual information
about the crimir.al careers of repeat
offenders. T~o often, such information is not (available to policy makers
who consider ".....ious proposals for
reducing the Nation's serious crime
problem. The pressing need for 'Verifiable data on criminal careers was
the impetus for this study. The
research in this report PJ:oceeds from
t"? uQderstanding that s~\1dies~~)
criminal careers, even wl1en no\:c
directed at particular policies or
proposals, are useful in prt)vidiog
poUeymakers with relevant new
information. .
The subjects of the study are the
middJ,!!-aged males (40 years and
older) in State prisons throughout the
country. Information on their criminal careers was available in a
nationwide survey sponsored by the ,

Bure~u 'of Justic~.,Statistics. This
group was studied because they\were
old enough to ha\'e established ",
criminal careers s~ning several
decade~ (85 indicattid by their own
accounts of their confinement histories). The study'reveals that not
all the men had lomt careers in
,1!rime. In fact, foPnearly half of
them, their first prison sentence
began after age 40. The study
describes the criminal"careers of the
men and, in ~ing so, offers insights
into how the criminal justice system
operates and raises some provocative
questions about its effectiveness.
The study should be not only useful
to policyma~ers at aUjlevels of
govemment' but alsoCmteresting to
tt)e public.
",
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Steven R. Schlesinger
$tbdi~ of criminal cueer patterns,
Director
even wheDnot directed at specifl,c policies
or proposals, nevertheless are .ful
c?
because they provide pollcymakers with
retrospective stUdies of officially known:
&At what &ges do criminal careers
vital Information. These stucUes examine () typically
begin and end?
(I
, offenders, meaning that cnly known
such questions as'
What are the peak ages of criminality?
off~nders (usually arrested(~rsons or
confined offenders) are sel~;cted ~or study
At what stage of a criminal career
."
and only their past criminal historie'.l are
does violence erupt?
.
Figure 1. Cri .~lnal and noncriminal careers·
How much of the crime problem' is
examined. Most retros~tive studies ot~
caused
by
offenders,with
long
criminal
officially known offenders rely on official
Adolescence: Younr .,.,rulthoodl Middle ace: .
records for information about criminal
. '.
careers? u .
ages '1 to 1'1
~ to 39
!II!! 40 +
, Pigure 1 depi~ts criminal and nor,crim"careers, but some obtain this information
throllgh survey inteI'Views with offenders.
inal careers. Seven criminal careers are
,
J:il <criminal
,
Criminal
identified according to the absence or
The latter are referred to as "self-report"
surveys and are particularly useful when
pr~nce of criminality durinr. three of
Criminal
they elicit from offenders information not
life'S major stages: adolescence (7 to l'l)rJ
Criminal
YOllng adulthood (18 to 39), and middle age
only about, the crimes for which they were
Noncriminal
,
'Noncriminal
arrested or convicted, bllt &Iso t~ crimes
(402mdover)~ The longest,' most contin"
'that escaped ofricial detection. IllustraU~las criminat career.ls indicated by
" {/ ._______criminal
tive of retrospective studies of knoWn
c~~minality In)all three life stages.. ()
Oltendel? with this type .of career might
offend6~ are the recently published Rand
;]
(rlmin~ ____ Noncrlminal
eaS~'qudlify for the label "cl1l'eer crimiCOrporation reports, Selective Incr!acitaNoncriminal"
tion (Greenwood, 1982),!1J1d Varlet es ot,
nal" or "habitual offender." The noncrtmCriminal
'Roncrlminal
"
'Crrminal Behavior (Chaiken ~d Chaiken,
inal career in Figure 1 is indicated by the
o
Noncriminal
1982). These studies used both official
aMence of criminality In tid thr~e life
Q
stages.
(i
records and self~reports to liocument the
Most studies of criminal careers are rF"1ffit'!'.::t!rlmina~activity of 2,190 m~n who
*S~rce: Cline (1980).
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were inmates of prisons and jails in three
States in 1978. Emphasis was on learning
about the volume of crime in which the
men had been involved during the 1- to 2year period just prior to their current
prisnn term. Among other things, the
study found that the men who were criminal in both adolescence and young adulthood were the most criminally active
offenders duril)g this 1- to 2-yeal' pericd~
Prospective studies of officially known
offenders, the next most common kind of
study, begin with a sample of known
offenders (usually I!l1'rested or J!onfined
persons) but instead of only reviewing
their previous criminal careers, these
studies track offenders forward in time,
usually for a period of a few years. Typi"
cally, prospective studies of known
offenders rely on official records for
information about criminal careers but,
';i<e retrospective studies, these too may
use self-report crime surveys to obtain a
fuller picture of criminal careers. An
example of a prospective study of known
c;7,fenders is the FBPs follow-up study of
4,363 persons who in 1972 were released
·from prison on parole (Kelley, 1975). By
1974 nearly two-thirds had been rearrested at least once. Young adUlt
parolees had a re-arrest rate of 67%,
while less than half of the middle-aged
parolees were rearrested.
Prospective studies of the general
public represent a thiro kind of study.
This kind of study is rare in the research
literature. An example is a birth cohort
study in which all the males born in 1945
who resided in the city of Philadelphia
from at least their 10th to their 18th
birthdays were identified and their
criminal and noncriminal careen were
investigated from adolescence i'nto young
adulthood. Among other things, this study
(Wolfgang, 1978: 165) found that males
who were criminal in adolescence were
more likely to be criMinal in young adulthood (44%) than were milles who were
noncriminal in adolescence (12%).1
''ftIis study

Most past studies of criminal careers
are studies of offenders in a single jurisdiction or, at most, a few jUrisdictions.
Past studies seldom investigated representative samples of offenders from across
the Nation. This report examines the
criminal careers of a nationwide sample of
offenders in State prisons throughout the
country_ Information on them was available in a nationwide sl~rvey conducted in
1979 by the Census Bureau and sponsored
by the Bureau of Justice Statistics, the
Ii

1A second Philadelphia birth cohort study (that of
all the males and females born in 1958 who Jived In
Philadelphia Crom at least their 10th to their 18th
birthdays) is currently underway but findings
concerning continuities ,in criminal careers from
adolescence to young adultfl?od are not yet
available. Concerning adolescence only, the 1958
birth cohort was reported to be more violent than
t.he 1945 birth cohort, with an overall violent
'{}CCense rate three times higher and ~ robbery
offense rate five times higher (see Wolfgang, 1981;
Wolfgang and Tracy, 1982).

Table :, Number and percent distribution ot
middle-aged inmates by type oC criminal career

Figure 2. FoUl' types of criminal careers

Adolescence:
ages 7-17

Young
adulthood:
ages 18-39

Middle
age:
age 40+
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NJmber of
Career inmates
1I2L (un weigMed)

Estimated
number of
Inmates
(weighted)

1
2

116
10

3

3L8

4

383

3,419
299·
9,316
11,362

827

24,398

Total

Average number

'i6 of
~

14.0
1.2·
38.2
46.6
100.0

major Federal agency with responsibility
Note: Detail may not add to total shown because
for the collectic;n of statistical data on
of rounding.
crime. The completed survey included
• Estimate based on 10 or fewer cases is
interviews with a random sample of 11,397
statistically unreliahle.
mer. and women, representing a total
estimated at approxim~telY 275,000 State
prison inmates in 1979.
Criminal career paths leading to
These men and women reported to
criminality in middle age (adopted from
interviewers detailed information conFigure 1) are presented in Figure 2. As
cerning various aspects of their lives. Of
with Figure 1, Figure 2 identifies career
particular interest here are the inmates'
types according to the absence or
detailed accounts of their criminal hispresence of criminality during three of
tories. Interviewers asked inmates about
life's major stages: adolescence (7 through
the crimes for which they were ever
17), young adulthood (18 through 39), and
incarcerated (including the crimes ~or
middle age (40 and over). Since the
which they were currently incarcerated).
inmates in the study are at least middleInmates' own accounts of their incarceraaged and all are offenders in prison,
tion history therefore forln the basis for
Figure 2 indicates that all are considered
3
this report. While the retrospeC!tive,
to be criminal in the middle-age period.
self-report survey yielded valuable
Type 1 oCfenders were criminal in all
information on the inmates' criminal
three periods-,adolescence, young
careers, it should be kept in mind that the
adulthood, and middle age;
interviews were mostly concerned with
TYl!e 2, in all but young adulthood;
the serious crimes for which the inmates
Type 3, in all but adolescence; and
were currently or previously incarcerated,
Type 4, in middle age only.
and so the crimes that did /lot result in
The rest of the report describes
incarcerat~on were not recorded.
(according to the typology presented in
A principal aim of this study is to
Figure 2, and on the basis of the 1979
describe l'he criminal careers of Ii
survey)
the criminal careers of men who
nationWide sample of offenders and, in
entered
prison in middle age. 4 The 1979
particular, to distinguish offenders who
inmate
survey
included 827 such men.
lead crime-filled lives that spanned many
Statistically weighted, the 827 men
years fro~ offenders whose criminal
represent ~ estimated 24,398 inmates
careers were of a shorter duration. This
altogether. Unless otherwise stated, the
objective was pursued by selecting from
the sample of 11,397 only those inmates
who were old enough to have had the time
4The inmates studied in this report were selected as
to establish a criminal career spanning a
follows. The 197'l inmate survey included inter"jews'with 11,397 male and female prison inmates.
number of decades. For this reason, only
'; Males younger than 40 when last admitted to prison
inmates who were at least middle age (40
, were eliminated from the samp~~ as were all
or older} when last admitted to prison
females. This left 845 males woo were 40 or older
were selected for study.
when la'lt admitted to prison. 'ilc these 845, 827 (or,
2-rhe survey was conducted by personal interview
during October and November 1979. Interviews
took place in 215 State correctional facilities. For
additional information on the survey, sec Bureau of
iustice Statistics (1982).
In the most comprehensive repoH to date on the
accuracy ot inmates' self-reports (Marquis, 1981),
self-reports ot arrests and convictions (over a
mllximum 2-year period prior to their incarceration)
wl!re investigated by comparing them to official
record information. It was found that prison
inmates reporte,d as many arrests and convictions as
were contained to their records. The report
therefore concluded that the inmates do not deny
Cauts about their known criminal careers. The
report's conclUSion, while encouraging, is
unfortunately not entirely appllcable to this study.
Self-reports of incarcerations over a lifetime, not
arrests and conv!ctlons over a 2-year period, are the
focus of this stUdy.

2

Table 2. History of violent crimes by type of criminal career

98%) could be grouped according to the typology
pres;mted in Figure 2. (Not all 845 could be grouped
because of miSSing data.) Statistically weighted,
the 827 represent an estimated 24,398 male inmates
who were 40 or over when last admitted to prison.
More than 90% of these men were between the ages
of 40 and 59 (Inclusive). Since fewer than 10% were
beyond middle age (over age 59) when they last
entered prison, the study sample alid the stUdy
population are termoo "middle age." Note that
inmates W~.l) entered middle age sometime atter
they last entered prison would not have been
included in the study. It is estimated that the study
popUlation represents about 76% of all the men aged
40 or over In State prisOns at the time ot the survey
~ 1979.
The completed Interviews were aDSigned appropriate numeriCal weights to assure that In the"
IIggregate they would be representative of State
prison tnmates throughout the Nation. Based on a
sample rather than a complete enumeraUon, the
data are estimates subject to errors resulting from
sampling variability and rounding.

Career

!M....

Percent
currently
in prison for
,
a violent crime

Percent
currently
or previously
Incarcerated for
a violent crime

ot violent crimes
Number
ot violent crimes
in incarcaration history

per inmate currently
or previously
incarcerated
'lor a violr.nt crime
1.93
1.19·
1.68

!!&

4,572
216·
10,784
8,318

l:!!!!.

68.2

23,890

1.44

1
2
3

46.6
51.1·
54.1

69.1
60.568.7

.1

!hl

Total

58.7

.Estimate based on 10 or fewer cases is statistically unreliable.

discussion and the tables that Collow
pertain to these 24,398 inmates.
The eriminal careers of men who entered

prison in middld III!!
Current imprisonment offenses
'. ''lIe 1 shows how the different
criminal careers are distributed across the
24,398 men who entered prison in middle
age. As can be seen, 3,718 men, or 15.2%
of, the inmates, ttad at least one
adolescent incarceralion (Types 1 and 2
together in Table 1). Nearly 92% of the
inmateS with adolescent incarcerations
continued their criminal careers into
young adulthood. They are t~e Type 1
offenders. The remaining 8% are the Type
2 offenders. The Type 2 offenders Viere
first incarcerated in adolescence but,
unlike Type 1 offenders, they discontinued
their involvement in crimes resulting in
imprisonment upon entering young adulthood and only resumed their involvement
in such crimes upon entering middie age.
The rarity of the Type 2 'criminal career
might seem to suggest that most adolescent offenders continue their criminal
careers into young adulthood. However,
such an inference cannot be drawn from
the retrospective data. It is 199ically
I,
possible that most persons w )0 are confined in adolescence end their
' criminality
in adolescence or young adulthood. In
either case, they woU:;:;not have become
the subjects of this report. Because so few
Type 2 offenders were found in the survey,
this report hereafter wili have very little
to say about the Type 2 career. Perhaps
surprisingly, the Type 4 career is the
single most prevalent type.
The Type,,4 career offender, it will be
recalled, has no record of incarceration
during either adolescence or young adult,~ood, yet the Type 4 career represents
nearly half of all the inmates who entered
prison in middle age. The question immediately arises: why do these offenders

fAn

estimated 3,718 inmates had 5,OB4 adol~ent
fncarceratlons altogether. ot these 3,718 inmlltes,
3,cG19, or 9'2% also had subsequent Incarcerations in
cyoung adulthood, thus indicating that the vast
majority of Inmates who began committing serious
crimes as Juveniles c!mtlnued their crlmillal careers
if1,~Ofioung adulthood.
"

with (apparently) the shortest cr:minal
records represent such a large percentage
of the middle-aged jnm~_tes? The answer
has to do, at least in part, with how criminal justice systems operate in the United
States. A criminal penalty is based on,
and roughly proportional to, thl1 gravity of
the offense, and, after taking into account
the gravity of the offense, the penalty is
increased roughly in proportion to the
criminal's prior record. This "retl'ibutive,
social-debt theory of justice," as it has
been called (Boland and Wilson, 1978») can
help explain how inmates with the shortest
records might constitute a sizeable portion of any cross-section or the prison

population. Type 4 offenders, as Table 2
shows, were the most likely (66.4%) to be
serving time for the gravest offenses: the
crimes of violence. Since they lack long
prior records, the gravity of their offense
alone could largely accouilt for their
present imprisonment. Type 1 offendel'll,
by contrast, were the least likely (46.6%)
to be serving time for a violent crime.
But since they have the longest, most
continuous criminal careers, the gravity of
their offenses 'in combination with their
long prior record could largely account for
their imprisonment. In between those
with the longest records and those with
the shortest records are the Type 3
offenders, 54.1% of whom were currently
in prison for a violent crime•
Table 3 permits a closer examination
of the violent crimes for whicli Type 4
offenders were currently imprisoned. The
most numerous violent crime categories in
Table 3-murder, manslaughter, rape and
sexual assault-show that, while Type 4
offenders are 47% of the inmates, they
account for 64.796 of the murders, 54.7%
of the manslaughters, and 57.9% of the
rapes and sexual assaults. An apparent
anomaly is the finding that Type 4 offenders are highly represented among
inmates imprisoned for the public-order
crimes. One explanation may be that
these particular crimes were committed In
connection with the more serious crimes
of violence. Another may be that the
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In Careei'PaUerns in Cri.ne, Bureau of Justice Statistics Report No. NCJ-88672,
June 1983, Table 3 as originally published had two typographical errors:
ERROR:

CORRECTION:

Career type

Career type

1

1

1.6%

11.6%
6.2
16.4

6.2
6.4

Belllw is the entire corrected Table 3:

C

Table 3. Number of offeflSes Cor which currently imprisoned,
and percent distribution of offenses by type of criminal career

Offense

'I '

I '~
u

Number of offenses!

;, Career type (percent distribution)
1
2
3
4

Total
, ("
------------------------------------------------~,~~;-----------------------------Violent
\'.15,494
11.6%
1.0%* 35.7%
51.1%
100%
Murder
3,920
6.2
1.6*
27.6
64.1
100
Attempted murder
537
16.4
--~.O*
45.4
38.2
100
Manslaughter
2,382
10.5
\'<1.1 *
33.7
54.7
100
Kidnaping
315
17.5
0.0*
27.1
55.4
100
Rape, sexual assault
1,892
11.8
0.0·
30.3
57.9
100
Lewd act with child
554
0.0
0.0·
25.5
74.5
100
Robbery
2,763
23.2
46./)
0.0·
30.3
100
'Assault
2,959
9.0
'2.2·
41~t!
47''''\
100
Extortion
57*
0.0
0.0*
47.4
52.6
(j 100
Other violent
114*
24.3
0.0·
51.3
24.3
100
Property
7,410
23.9
2.444.2
29.5
100
Burglary
2,542
32.9
1.2*
37.6
28.3
100
Forgery, fraud
1,721
13.3
1.7*
57.1
27.9
100
Larceny-theft
1,792
26.8
4.9~
40.1
28.2
100
Arson
27910.0
10.0*
30.1
50.1
100
Other property
1,076
18.4
0.0·
50.1
31.9
100
Drug
2,713
16.7
1.054.8
27.6
100
Trafficking
1,369
16.4
0.0·
48.0
35.6
100
Possession
1,139
20.0
2~560.2
17.4
100
Other drug
205
0.0
,0.0*
69.8
30.7
100
o
Public order/other
3,776
10.6
0.732.4
56.4
100
Weapons
934
13.0
2.9*
0
56.4
27.7
100
Traffic
1,233
4.5
0.0*
28.0
61.4
100
Other
1,609
13.8
0.047.9
38.5
"100
Note: Detail may not add to total
because of rounding. Estimated
vaIUi'!S olless than about 300 are
based on too few cases to,;be
statistically reliable.

o

"

IT he number of offenses is greater than the
number of inmates because some inmates were
imprisoned for more than one offense~
-Estimate based on 10 or fewer cases is
statistically unreliable.
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Table 4. Selected criminal history.~haracteristics
by type of criminal career
T~

of cl"iminal career
4
3
2
(9,316) (11,362)
(299)

1

Criminal history characteristic
Juvenile probation
Adult probation
Juvenile or adult probation
Prior confinement for drunkermess,
vagrancy or traffic offenses
Confined in year before current offense

(3,419)

Total
population
(24,398)

54.996
ti5.8
56.6

70.696
'!0.6
70.6

52.296
53.5
53.8

33.996
36.2
36.2

44.396
46.0
46.2

39.6
21.3

20.7

35.2
10.8

27.2
1.3

31.9
7.7

0.0

Note: Detail may not add to total because of rounding.
Estimated values of less than about 300 are based on too few cases
to be statistically reliable. Numbers in parentheses refer
to population estimates on which table figures were calculated.

simple designation "pubIic-order crimes"
masks a considerable amount of diversity
in crime seriousness. Many of the crimes
categorized as "public-order crimes" may
be at least as serious as many of the
traditionally labeled IIviolentfrimes" in
terms of actual victim harm. The finding
concerning public-order crimes should not
obs~'lre the fact that the majority of Type
4 offenders (66.4%, according to Table 2)
were currently in prison for a violent
crime.
The retributive, social-debt theory of
justice provides an explanation of how
justice is administered. The theory is
descriptive, not prescriptive, and draws
attention to the seriousness of the crimes
for which offenders are punished as well
as their past criminal records. Consistent
with the theory, the most serious offenses
(the violent crimes) receive the most
stringent penalties &lmost without regard
to the offender's prior record; the less
serious offenses (the property crimes)
receive the most stringent penalties when
the offender has a prior record. Accordingly, Type 4 offenders are highly represented among the inmates found in prison
for violence: they, of course, almost have
iocommit a violent crime in order to be
tl impiisoned. Not surprisingly, the off fenders with prior records (the Type 1,2,
1 ~,and 3 Off.enders) are highly represented
if I among the inmates found in prison for
, property crimes. The explanation is that
.,they need not commit a violent cl"ime in
order to be imprisoned. Table 3 indicates
7This would no:>·. be the first instance of concerns
being raised abdut using traditional legal labels for
research purposes. Sellin and Wolfgang (1964), lor
flxample, studied. knoWIl delinquencies in Philadelphia to learn hoW well these labels represented
vi~tim harm. To the credit of the crime classiCicatk,n pro:>eedures employed by the PhUadelphia
Police Department, the offenses classified by the
poll\!e as aggravated assault were found to contain
a larger percentage of cases resulting in medical
attention (''1ree-fourths) or hospitalization (onefourth) than offenses classified ....~ simple assault
(one-fifth resulting in medical attention; 796
resulting in hospitalization). WhO, however, Sellin
and Wolfgang disregarded legal classiCications and
looked at all the cases involving any kind of bodily
injury, they found that one-fifth were classified as
offenses not gent1rally recognized as involving
physical harm.

that Type 1 offenders are 14% of the
offenders ~ut accourt for 23.2% of the
robberies, 32.996 of the burglaries,
26.896 of the laraeny-thefts, 18.4% of the
other property offenses, 16.4% of the drug
trafficking crimes, and 20% of the drug
possession crimes. Type 3 offenders are
3896 of the offenders but also account for
a large share of the property and other
crimes, including robbery, forgery and
fraud, other property offenses, drug
trafficking, and drug possession.

inmates in orl~er to learn more about how
sociaJ-debt justice operates.
As discussed earlier, Type 1 and Type 3
offenders accounted for a large share of
the property and drug crimes for which
the middle-aged inmates were imprisoned,
and Type 4 offenders accounted for a
large share of the violent crimes. It would
be a mistake to think, however, that Type
llll'ld Type 3 offenders have less involvement in violent crimes than Type 4 of~en
ders. The entire imprisonment record of
the men (see "Percent currently or
previously incarcerated for a violent
crime," Table 2), shows that Type 1 and
Type 3 offenders are just as likely to have
served a prison term for a violent crime as
Type 4 offenders. Thus, while Type 1 and
'type 3 offenders need not commit a
violent crUe in middle age to be sent to
prison in middle age, they, like Type 4
offenders, need to have committed a
vi~le!lt crime at lWOe point in their
crlmmal careers.
The discussion thus far nas been
limited to the inmates' prior records of
incarceration, not including incarcerations
for drunkenness, vagrancy or traffic
offenses. These records formed the basis
for grouping the inmate!;! according to
their career type. By definition, Type 1,
Type 2, and Type 3 offenders were all
repeat offenders. About 1096 of the Type

Table 6. Number of confi~ements in incarceration history
by type of criminEil career
T:t':~

Table 5" Duration of confinement by type of criminal career
Total
population
(24,398)

Mean age at first admission

14.8

13.8

26.5

48.0

25.0

Mean age at cutrent admission

45.4

46.0

47.1

49.8

48.1

Aver~ge

30.6

32.2

20.6

1.8

23.1

Average number years confined over career

10.7

3.0

6.2

.3

4.1

Percent of career spent in confinement

35.096

9.3%

3o.t96

16.796

17.796

r

Percent of lifetime in confinement

23.6%

6.S96

13.296

.6%

8.596

I

length of criminal career (years)

689

32,243

12,613

63,485

28.3

1.1

50.8

19.9

100

5.2

2.3

3.5

1.1

2.6

4 offenders were s.,.so repe8,t offenders. 11
As Table 4 indicates, several questions in
the survey pertain to records of probaUon
and of incarcerations for any crime. Not
surprisingly, these records do not confirm
that only about 10% of Type 4 offenders
are repeat offenders: 36.296 of the Type 4
careers have a probation record; and,
when prior confinements for drunkenness,
vagrancy or traffic offenses are included
in the definition of what constitutes a
prior incarceration, 35.4% of the Type 4
offenders, no1210%, have a prior confinement record.
Additional information on the incarceration histories of the men is !?resented
in Tables 5 and 6. By definition, the
longest, most continuous criminal career
is the Type 1 career. ·1r voe 1 carecr
offenders began committing crimes for
which they were incarcerated at the
average age of 15 (see Table 5) and
continued committing crimes for which
they were incarcerated until the average
age of 45, wher.·they were again
incarcerated for a serious crime. There is
no way of telling from the data when Or if
they (or any of the inmates) will end their
inVOlvement in serious crime. All that can
be said at this point concerning the length
of their careers is that, at the time of
their last prison commitment, the typical
Type 1 career had spanned 30 years. Type
3 offenders, who were first admitted to
prison at the aver'.'lge age of approximately 26 (see Table 5) and were last
admitted to prison at the average age of
47, had a criminal career spanning 20
years. By definition, the Type 4 career is
the shortest. For the vast majority of
Type 4 offenders, the current incarceration is their first. Among those with prior
Incarcerations, their criminal career had
spanned only about 2 years.

9Unless stated otherwise, references to imprisonment or incarceration histories do not apply to
confinements for drunkenness, vagrancy or traffic
y&fenses.
Table 2 also repo:>rts that Ty(le 1 offenders conlmitted the most violent crimes per person. This
should not be suri;lrising. By definition, TyPe 1
c'lfenders were requIred to be repeat offenders and
to have the longest criminld careers. Consequently,
Typa 1 offenders who committed a violent crime
early in their criminal career had the most time to
8Robbery, of course, has both violent offense and
commit a subsequent violent crime. As a general
property offense characterbtics. Like murder,
rule, comparative statements pertaining to
rape, and assault, robbery involves the use of force
or threat of force or violence. Unlike these (usually recidivism must be carefully maile in full
expressive) violent crimes, material gain is typically recOfnition of the logical consequences of placing
the Inmates into the four career types.
the Single most important motive for robbery, (S it
is for the property crimes such as burglary, larceny,
and drug trafficking.

.'

17,940

Percent of conCinement.<;

Note: Detail may not add to total shown because of rounding.
Estimated values o:>f less than about 300 are based
on too few cases to be statistically reliable.
l'lcludes current confinement

The nature and extent of an offender's
prior record, according to the theory of
retributive, social-debt justice, affects
the likelihood that an offender will be
sentencecito prTsi>n. This section examines the prior criminal records of the

T:t':[!e of criminal career
4
3
2
(299)
(9,3l6) (11,362)

I

, 1

!

I
I

Note: Detail may not add to total shown because of rounding.
Estimated values of less than about 300 are based on too few cases
to be statistically reliable. Numbers in parentheses refer
to population estimates on which table Cigures were calculated.
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Total
population
(24,398)

Number of confinements

Average number of confinements per person

Prior criminal record

1
(3,419)

of criminal career
2
3
4
(299)
(9,3l6) (11,362)

1
(3,419)

I,

.'
j

11Based on records of incarceration for any crime
except drunkenness, vagrancy, or trsCflc offenses,
the only way a Type 4 offender could be a repeat
offender is if he had a prior incarceration and his
prior incarceration{s) o:>ecurred after he entered
middle age. By this definition, 9.796 of the Type 4
y(fenders were repeat oft enders.
~he estimate ot 35.4% represents the 27.296 with
a prior confinement for drunkenness, vagrancy or
traffic offenses (see Table 4) plus the inmates with
a ~rlor middle-age confinement for o:>ther offenses.

Over their SO-year career, the 3,419
Type 1 offenders collectively had amassed
a record of 17,940 juvenih and adult
incarcerations, or an average of a little
over five incarcerations each (see Table
6). These five confinements represent
nearly 11 years of confinement for each
Type 1 offender, or about 3596 of each
Type 1 offender's 30-year criminal
career. Viewed another way, the typical
Type 1 offender had spent about a fourth
of his lifetime in some form of
confinement.
The Type 3 career averaged three
incarcerations each and 6 years of
confineme'lt over an average,~areer span
of 20 years, meaniilg that the typical Type
3 offender had spent about 3096 of his
criminal career and about 13% of his total
lifetime in confinement.
CUrrent sentence
Type 4 offenders were currently
imprisoned characteristically for violent
crimes (representing the most serious
crimes) and Type 1 and 3 offenders for
property crimes (including robbery) and
drug crimes (together representing less
serious crimes). The fact that the most
serious crimes are characteristic of

offenders with the shortest re~ords, while
the less serious crimes are characteristic
of the offenders with f:he longest records,
makes it difficult to know what to expect
when overall average sentences are
compared. If, contrary to the retributive,
social-debt theory of justice, prior record
makes little difference to sentencing
judges, Type 4 offenders should be found
to be serving the longest prison terms
since they were convicted of the most
serious crimes.
The total may,imum sentences currently being served by the middle-aged
inmates are described in Table 7 (below),
Which shows that 'l'ype 1 and Type 3
offenders are relatively alike in terms of
their current sentences. This should not
be too surprising since the two offender
types are similar in terms of the kinds of
crimes they committed. Moreover, since
juvenile criminal histories were probably
not taken into account by the sentencing
judges, the two would have appeared
similar with respect to their prior
records. 13 The largest differences are
those between Type 4 offenders and the
rest. No Type 4 offender is under a sentence of death. The offenders under a
sentence of death (an estimated 55
altogether) are a"l~ng the Type 1 and
Type 3 offenders.
Excluding life and
13Por a recent review of research o:>n criminal
justice policies and practices pertaining to juvenile
records in adult criminal proceedillgs, see Langan
tid Parrington (1983, in press).
Survey estimates based on fewer than 10 cases
are considered to be statistically unrcliable. The
estimate o:>f 55 inmates under senter.ce of death,
while based on only two cases, may nevertheless be
fairly accurate. To cheek the estimate, C!lpital
Punishment 1979 (Bureau of JusUce StatistICS,
1980), which provides nationwide information on
prisoners undef sentence of death, was consulted.
Table 29 in Capital Punfuhment 1979 repo:>rts that in
1979, 72 (out of 567) State prisoners under sentence
of death were 40 years of age or o:>lder. The report
does not state ho:>w many ot the 72 were males at
least age 40 when they entered prison under sentence of death, but the figure may be estimated in
(Continued o:>n page 6)

Table 7 •. Median and percent distribution of current maximum
sent";"llces:, by type of criminal career

H

kdmom e'~~ ffi",
,.Less than 2 years
2 to 4.9 years
5 to 7.9 years
8 to 14.9 years
15 to 24.9 years
25 or more years
Life
Death
Total
Median years

T~

1
(3,249)

of criminal career
2
3
4
(269)
(8,918) (10,732)

Total
population
(23,162)

.8

10.4
36.1
32.0
0.0
21.6
0.0
0.0
0.11

U
17.7
16.8
22.2
17.9
8.6
12.3
.3

6.0
18.8
20.9
15.0
16.5
10.2
12.6
0.0

5.2
18.0
19.0
IS.8
16.5
9.5
12.6
.2

100.0

100.iI

100~0

100.0

100.0

9.3

5.4

9.6

7.6

8.5

5.3
14.9
17.9
23.7
12.7
10.3
14.4

Note: Detail may not add to total because of rounding.
Numbers in parentheses refer to population estimates
on which table figures were calculated.
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death sentences, TIRe 4 offenders are
serving an average maximum sentence
of 7.6 years compared to.9.3 years for
Type 1 offenders and 9.6 years for Type 3
offender'S. As can also be seen, proportionately more TyjX.l 4 offenders are
serving a sentence of less than 8 years. It
thus appears that Type 1 and Type 3
offenders pay a price for their past crimes
that is reflected in the i~ger maximum
sentences they receive.
This is further
illustrated by the fact that the percentage
of Type 1 offenders (15.2%) and the
percentage of Type 3 offenders (12.6%)
that receive a maximum sentence of life
imprisonment or death are very close to
the percentage of Type 4 offenders
(12.6%) that receive a life sentence.
Baekground ebaracteristics of men
who ent~ prison in middle age

The report thus far has been largely
concern.. d with distinguishing among
career types on the basis of age-related
recidivism characteristics. Inherent in the
career typology is that Type 1 offenders,
for example, begin their criminal careers
in adolescence and continue their involvement in crime through young adulthood
and into middle age. Given their inherently long exposure period, it is not surprising
that Type 1 offenders committed the most
crime per offender, spent the most time in
confinement, and accounted ~or a disproportionate share of all the terms of
confinement served by the middle-aged
offenders. In looking now briefly at
differences among the offenders that are
not inherent in the typology, the aim is
not one to attempt some causal explanation of criminal careers but simply to
obtain a broader picture of these men.
Tables 8 and 9 present selected background characteristies of the inmates. In
looking at Tables 8 and 9, an image of
Type 1, Type 3, and (to a lesser extent)
14 (Continued from page 5)
the following way. This stUdy estimates that, of all
males in prison who are age 40 or older, 7696 were
at least 40 when they entered prison (see note 4
above). Applying this percentage to the count oC
persons 40 or older who were under sentence of
death in 1979 (and assuming they were all male), it
is estimated that, of these 72 males, 55 were at
least 40 when they entered prison under sentence of
death (7696 of 72 =55). While the survey estimate
and this estimate coincide, and while it may therefore be safe to assume that the figure of 55 is
probably fairly accurate, it would not be safe to
assume very much about how these 55 are distrit>uted across the four types. Despite what the survey
found, there may have been Type 2 and Type 4
~ates under sentence of death in 1979.
The average used is the median.
16Almost all the inmates have a minimum sentence
as well as a maximum sentence. When minimum
sentences are examined, it is learned thi!t Type 1
and Type 3 offenders also average longer minimum
sentences than Type 4 offenders. Minimum sentences rather than maximum sentences may more
accurately reflect the prison term an inmate will
ultimately serve since parole release (the method of
release for about 70'XI of all inmates) is most closely
linked to minimum sentences. Wbether minimum or
maximum sentences are examined, the same
conclusion is drawn: Type I and Type 3 offenders
pay a price for their prior criminal record.

Table 8. Selected background characteristics by type
of criminal career
T:tEe of criminal career
2
1
3
4
(299)
(3,419)
(9,316) (11,362)

Characteristic
Percent:
With family member who served time
With less than 9th grade education
Never married
Who had children (of those never married)
Unemployed prior to c'.!rrent offense
Who received welfare
Wllo received illegal income
With military service
With dishonorable, undesirabie, or bad
conduct discharge (of those
with military service)

47.4
43.6
21.6
32.4
29.7
8.5
10.4
35.9

40.5
71.2
20.0
0.0
20.7
0.0
9.4
20.3

28.7
36.4
19.2
28.1
23.1
4.1
7.0
56.1

17.5
42.7
10.~

15.5
19.9
3.5
1.3
50.7

Total
population
(24,39S}

26.3
40.9
15.4
24.6
22.5
4.4

4.9
50.3

6
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men, regardless of career type, have a
serious problem with alcohol. Ovet'all,
nearly two-thiros were in an alcohol abuse
treatment program at some point in their
lifetime. In addition, about half had been
drinking at the time of their current
offense and about one-third had been
drunk at that time. Whether or to what
extent their use of alcohol contributed to
their criminality cannot be determined
from the survey data. The findings
reported here at least raise the suspicion
that alcohol use by these middle-aged men
is somehow implicated in their criminal
careers.
Poliey implicatiom

57.2

0.0

27.2

13.5

23.5

Note: Detail may not add to total shown because of rounding.
Estimated values of less than about 300 are based on too few cases
to be statistically reliable. Numbers in parentheses refer
to population estimates on Which table figures were Calculated.

Type 4 offenders gradually emerges of a
kind of person whose life has had repeated
difficulties, not only with the law but also
with such other areas of life as edUcation,
marriage, parenthood, military service,
emflloyment, and drug and alcohol use, in
briefFamily background: Overall, 26.3% of
the inmates come from families that
included at least one family member with
an incarceration record. Type 1 offenders
have the highest percentage, with nearly
50% having such a family background.
Type 4 offenders are least likely (17.5%)
to come from one of these families.
Educational attainment: 40.9% of all
the inmates have less than a ninth grade
education and only Slight differences are
observed between the offender types.
Nevertheless, middle-aged inmates differ
substantially from the general pUblic,
since only about 16% of all persons
between the ages of 45 and 54 had less
than 'a ninth grade education ill 1979 (U.S.
Bureau of the Census, 1980).
Marital status: Overall, 15.4% of the
inmates reported never having been
married. Type 1 and Type 3 offenders
were the most likely never to have been
married (21.6% and 19.2% respectively),
Inmates, regardless of type, again appear
to differ SUbstantially from the general
public. As an indication,a 1975 survey of
the general public found that 5.1% of all
males aged 41 to 50 were never married
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1980).
Parenthood: Table!l reports that,
among those who were never married,
nearly 25% had children. Type 1 and Type
3 offenders are the most likely to have
fathered children outside of marriage
(32.4% and 28.1%, respectively, of those
who were never married).
Emplo>:ment: Type 1 offenders were
the most lIkely (30%) to have been
unemployed in the month preceding the
commisoion of their imprisonment
offense. Overall, 22.5% of the inmates

~

were ur.~mployed at the time of their
imprisonment offense. The unemployment
rate in 1979 for men aged 45 to 54 was
8.6% (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1980),
and so the inmates again are found to
differ from the general public.
Income: In the year preceding the
arrest that led to their current
imprisonment, Type 1 offenders appear to
be the ones most likely (8.5%) to have
beE:n receiving welfare funds. Type 1 and
Type 3 offenders are the most likely ones
(10.4% and 7% respectively) to have been
receiving illegal income in the year before
the arrest IMding to their current
confinemc;-.t.
Military service,: Again, the middleaged criminals are found to differ from
the general public. In 1979, more than
61% (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1980) of
all males aged 45 to 49 had prior military
service, By contrast, (10.3% of the inmates had prior serviCe'. The relatively
low partiCipation rates for Type 1
offenders (35.9%) might be due to their
adolescent and young adult criminal
records, Which sometimes disqualify
persons from military service. Among
those who did serve in the military, many
appeared to have become involved in
serious difficulties. As can be seen,
nearly 60% of the Type 1 offenders who
were v:e~!.IlJl§}~~ceived a dishonorable,
undeSirable, or bad-conduct discharge.
How does thiS compare to the general
public'? From the period 1965 to 1980,
only about 3% of all separations from
military service were through undesirable,
dishonorable, or bad-condl·~t discharges
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1981).
Drug use (Table 9): Type 1 and Type 3
offenders evidence similar cJrug-use
patterns. Together they account for 85%
of the heroin users and 79% of the
marijuana and hashish users. Type 4
offenders reported substantially less
involvenient with drugs.
Alcohol use (Table 9): Most of the

This final section of the report briefly
discusses policy implications of the
findings. Owing to the limited knowledge
concerning criminal careers, it must be
recognized that the policy implications
rest to an unfortunately large extent on
untested ideas and assumptions.
The rE.port1s most surprisipg finding
was that inmates with the shortest
records-the Type 4's, imprisoned only in
middle age-constitute the single most
prevalent type of middle-aged inmate. To
account for it, the theory of retributive,
social-debt justice was invoked. The
distribution of crimes and penalties across
the offender types was found to be
consistent with the idea that retribution
and social debt both exercise powerful
determining influ~nces over who ii ~ent to
prison, foJ:' what and for how long.
The theory of retributive, social-debt
justice, however, probably does nQt tell
the Whole story. It seems doubtful that
the middle-aged inmates with the shortest
records could constitute nearly half of all
the middle-aged inmates unless a great
many middle-aged men with criminal
recordslsnded their criminal careers by
age 40.
Research completed by
Blumstein seems to confirm this: most
persons who begin their criminal career at
age 18, for example, drop out of crime by
the time they reach age 30 (Blumstein, et
Ill. 1982:72). The reasons people end their
criminal careers may be just as important
for crime control purposes as the reasons
for beginning criminal careers. In an
investigation nearly completed, Dr. Neal
Shover learned from interviews with some
middle-aged men who were incarcerated
offenders in young adulthood but were no
longer criminally active, that a principal
17The distribution of crimes and punishments is
probably a.!s0 consistent with other theoretical
explanations of justice besides the retributive,
social-debt theory. Selective incapacitation, for
cxample, might account for the fact th&t Type 1
and Type 3 offenders averaged longel' prison terms
l~an Type 4 offenders.
.
Although many thous!\~ds of men reach middle
age with a past crlminaJ:record of confinement in a
Juvenile or adult instit~Jtion, it is nevertheless true
that a male's lifetime'chances of'ever being
confined are very loW.• One study (Greenfeld, 1981:
Table V) estimat:::: that only &bout 2 or 396 of all
males enter middle age with a confinement record
In their past.
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Table 9. Selected drug and alcohol use C!haracteristics
by,type of criminal career
T~e!:

1
(3,419)
Ever used heroin
Ever used marijuana or hashish
Ever used amphetamines, barbiturates,
LSD, PCP, or other drugs
At time or current offense:
Under the influence Qf drugs
Under influence of neroin
Had been drinking
Was drunk
Ever in an alcohol
abuse treatment program

of criminal career
4
2
3
(299)
(9,316)
(11,362)
5.296
19.8

Total
population
(24,398)

23.696
47.4

19.696
41.6

24.196
38.9

15.296
31.2

26.9

19.3

19.1

6.7

14.4

17.8
8.6
55.6
50.0

19.7
9.4
51.8
51.8

14.2
8.4
49.3
36.3

5.4
2.1
48.8
35.0

10.7
5.5
50.0
37.2

72.2

69.9

63.3

62.8

64.4

Note: Detail may not add t~ tl)tal shown becal!Se of rounding.
Estimated values of Jess than about 300 are based on too few cases
to be statistically reliable. Numbers in parentheses refer
to population estimates on Which table figures were calculated.

reason for dropping out yG crime was the
criminal justice system.
The whole '
criminal justice process-of l'epeatedly
being arrested, appearing in court a.nd
then having to adjust to prison, of dealing
with the police, prosecutors, judges,
correct~onal officers, and younger inmates-eventulill~ came to be seen by
~hese men as a tiring ordeal. Obviously,
the criminal justice system does not wear
down all offenders in this way: the Type 1
and Type 3 offendf'~'S in this study might
be evidence of that. The fact thlit Type 1
and Type 3 offenders do not constitute
more of the middle-aged inmates than
they do may nevertheless be the gr!ldual
result of the system's "wearing d(J,,:n': of
offenders. This possibility stands as a
challenge to those who believe that the
criminal justice system has no effect on
the crime problem.
Many of the background characteristics examined in this report and found to
distinguish the different career types
(e.g., edUcational attainment, military
sel'vice conduct, alcohol use) had to do
with noncrimineJ behavior that comes to
the attention of public agencies and is
frequently recorded in agency records
(e.g., school ~ecords, military service
records). The potential value of such
records to criminal justice officials has
recently been explored by two Rand
Corporation researchers. On the basis of
their study to determine ~he utilit.y of
official criminal records for identifying
the most serious offenders, they concluded
that "official records provide a very
limited and usually misleading picture of
the seriousness of any given offender'S
criminal behavior" (Chaiken and Chaiken,
1982:24). They further concluded on the
basis of their research that the information contained in the records of non19 Dr• Shover'S research is being supported through a
grant (lt80-IJ-CX-0047) awarded by the National
Institute of Justice. Findings reported here are
baseo on a seminar presented by Dr. Shover during
his term as an Institute Visiting Fellow.
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criminal justice agencies "could give
prosecutors, judges, and other criminal
justice officials a clearer sense of sericusness than the nature of the current conviction crime or officially recorded prior
offenses" (Chaiken and Chaiken,
1982:24). They (1982:24) l'ef.lommended
that a study be undertaken to determine
the feasibility of collecting such information Rnd its potential for identifying the
most dangerous offenders.
It will be recalled that a very substantial proportion of middle-aged men in
prison in 1979 were Type 4 offe~gers who
had committed a violent crime.
It is
likely (though the survey does not deal
with the issue) that many of the Type 4
violent offenders wEire engaged in domestic violence. Thus, if the criminal justice
system could somehow prevent domestic
vIolence, substantially fewer victims of
sUch crimes might result, with a consequent decrease in the number of middleaged men sent to prison. The findings
from a study funded by the Police
Foundation suggest that opportunities may
exist for police intervention to prevent
domestic violence (Police Foundation,
1977). This study of domestic assaults and
homicides in Kansas City found that "in
the two yeat"S preceding the domestic
assault or homicide, the police had been at
the address of the incident for disturbance
calls at least once in about 85% of the
cases, ,and at least five times in about 50%
of the cases" (Police Foundation, 1977:9).
These findings do not indicate how the
police might take advantage of opportunities to prevent domestic violence, but
they do offer encouragement that further
study of the problem may produce practical benefits. In this regard, the recently
announced recommendation of the President's Task Force on Victims of Crime
appears to be worth serious consideration:
20 Type 4 offenders incarcerated for a violent crime
represent an estimated 31 % of all the inmates who
entered prison in middle age.

*
The President should establish a Tasle Force to study
the serious problem of violence witMn the family,
including violence against children, spouse abuse,
and abuse of the elderly, and to review and evaluate
national, state, and local efforts to address this
problem.
(President's Task Force on Victims, 1982:49)

Whether this report identifies few or
many candidates for prison diversion
programs will probably depend on one's
view of what prisons should accomplish
and what kinds of crime ought to result in
imprisonment. There are concerned
people who believe that prisons should be
reserved for violent criminals and that far
too many offend('.:rs are being sent to
prison for property offenses and other
nonviolent crimes. A finding of this study
was that about 40% of the inmates were
serving time for property and other
nonviolent crimes. But it should be recalled that these were often inmates who
had a prior record of violence. Thus,
violent offenders in prison are more
numerous than their c~~nt commitment
offense labels indicate. I
One of the study's most striking
findings was that two out of every three
of these m~ddle-aged men have a problem
with alcohol serious enough to have led to
their participation in an alCOhol abuse
treatment program at some point in their
liIetime. It may be that these men drink
continually and that the fact that 50%
were drinking at the time of their commitment offense does not have much
significance. In the absence of additional
information, a firm conclusion cannot be
drawn. Prior research does, however,
indicate that many inmates with alcohol
problems are not partiCipating in prisonoperated programs. Petersilia and Honig
(1980: Fig. S.l) found that while about
30% of the prison bmates in three States
were found to have a "high need for alcohol rehabilitation," only about a third of
those were in treatment while confined.
So long as a plausible basis exists for
believing that alcoholism in some offenders poses a threat to the public safety,
and so long as it is reasonable to assume
that alcohol abuse treatment programs
might possibly help by rehabilitating
offenders who might otherwise continue to
21Specifically, 58.7% of the middle-aged inmates
were currently in prison for a violent crime; 68.2%
were currently or previously in prison for a violent
crime.

U.S. Department of Justice
Bureau of Justice Statistics

dl'ink and drive or drink and BS-'1ault, the
continued availability of alcohol treatment programs in prisons will Hkely
remain as a possible policy implication
deriving from studi"~s of incarcerated
offenders.
The subject of public safety suggests
an aspect of all criminal care~rs that for
too long has been neglected: the victims.
As a gl'OUP, the 24,398 middle-aged offenders studied in this report were responsible for substantial numbers of crime
vic~ims over their criminal careers.
Regarding taking lives aIone, 7,477 del\]~f'
are collectively attributed to the men,
and that translates to one human life for
every three middle-aged inmates. The
President's Task Force on Victims of
Crime (1982:56-85) recently announced 44
recommendations on W8.ys in which the
criminal justice system might give greater
recognition to the plight of crime vietims. This study suggests an additional
way. Given both the long criminal careers
of Type 1 and Type 3 offenders and the
criminal justice system's historical neglect
of the crime victim, it is recommended
thGt official criminal history records be
revised to reflect accurately and completely the cumUlative harm and injury
done to victims by repeat offenders and
that a cumulative record of victim harm
become a routine part of the sentencing
proceeding.
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